
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Far away in a hot country, where the forests aren´t growing and rain isn´t 
raining. Only a dry crude desert, stones and dust that are surrounding 
your mind. Nobody´s present. Only you and your passion to music, which 
will follow you, step by step, to the next place called DISTANT. Distant EP 
is coming right now from the Spanish producer Nev.Era and his friend 
Lameduza. The part of this EP is also mysterious remix from Slovak 
producer Abnormal. 
 
 
RELEASE INFO: 
Title: Nev.Era Feat. Lameduza – Distant EP 
Catalog: mld_027 
Date: 17.06.2013 
Format: 320 Kbps Mp3 
              
TRACKLISTING: 
1. Nev.Era Feat. Lameduza – Distant (Original Mix) (04:51) 
2. Nev.Era Feat. Lameduza – Distant (Nev.Era Sense.U.All Mix) (05:51) 
3. Nev.Era Feat. Lameduza – De.Light (Original Mix) (03:59) 
4. Nev.Era Feat. Lameduza – Distant (Abnormal Dark Remix) (05:00) 
 
NETLABEL INFO: 
Name: Melodica 
Country: Slovakia 
Web: www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
MASTERING:   
Sigurt | www.sigurt.sk 
 
ARTWORK:   
Kaizels | www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
CREDITS: 
 
 

NEV.ERA |  https://soundcloud.com/nev-era  
Unknown landscapes, emotions wrapped in cold ambiences, broken 
rhythms and minimal sounds. All this and more is what you find in Nev.Era’s 
world, the most intimate and personal project of Sergio mesa; a conscious 
thought in which he lets himself go through emotional states that will be 
transformed into electronic music impulses. Sergio Mesa is an artist from 
Barcelona who has been working in the radio speakers and DJ’s world an 
important part of his life. He’s a curious man and a lover of the good music.  
His particular way to escaping reality allow us to discover a wide universe of  

   open spaces and floating sensations. Actually he’ is part of the Music.Art.Label Lovethechaos..         
 

 
ABNORMAL |  https://soundcloud.com/abnormal  
Maroš Sabo aka Abnormal is a young music producer, Dj and live performer 
from Slovakia. He started with Djing in 2006, with the music production in 
2007 and with his live performance in 2009. For the music production and 
live performance he works with the Novation Launchpad and Ableton. The 
music of his production is typical for a variety of different experimental 
styles from melancholic songs through glitch and electronic melodies to 
minimal. The main characteristic is the preciseness of individual sounds. 
The production of Abnormal is dedicated mainly to more musically mature 

audience which can appreciate and enjoy the experimental feature of the songs in combination with 
simplicity. His music production has been appreciated in clubs and in the podcast of a local 
alternative radio´s program Wilsonic_FM.  
 
 


